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Structure 

• Introduction 

• Literature review: maledictology 

• Research questions: why do the Dutch swear with diseases? 

• Empirical approach: how to observe bad language? 

• Results: restricted use of disease-based swearing. 

• Conclusion: interaction of cultural background, usage-patterns, and social dynamics. 
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Breaking the ice 

• Bad language is a difficult topic to talk about. Let us break the ice by starting with a number of Dutch swearwords and 
invective expressions (from Twitter): 

 

(1) fucking aids verbinding 
‘fucking aids connection’ 
(Twitter 321995368374104064) 

 

(2) @071Danny: Wat een tiefes tering cholera pest pokke tering kanker tering klote motherfucking kanker land • Gaat het 
niet??? 
‘@071Danny: What a typhus tuberculosis cholera pest pox tuberculosis cancer tuberculosis balls motherfucking 
cancer country • Is it not working???’ 
(Twitter 111085589457158144) 

 

(3) lol, ik voel een blogpost aankomen: ♺ @litrik: Windows, gij drol der IT.  
‘lol, I feel a blog post coming up: ♺ @litrik: Windows, thou turd of IT.’ 
(Twitter 84188277468446720) 

 

(4) https://twitter.com/search?q=kanker, https://twitter.com/AdiHash_/status/433353075177164800, 
https://twitter.com/anneschot/status/433348669564129280, 
https://twitter.com/__JellyShine/status/433340141587820544,  
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Introduction 

• Motivation 

– Linguistic research on bad language has been mainly based on introspection; need for empirical approach. 

– Remarkable swearing pattern with diseases in Dutch; where does it come from? 

 

• Practicalities 

– General interest in lexical variation; 

– Twitter data is very messy and can barely be parsed by conventional NLP tools; 

– Swear words are among the few frequent lexical items that are interesting for research. 
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Maledictology 

• As a research domain 

– Main research goal: why do people swear the way they do?  
Prevailing hypothesis: lexical items from taboo domains are used for swearing, because the provocation due 
to activating the taboo domain cognitively aligns with an emotional discharge, i.e. letting of steam. 

 

• Literature 

– Anecdotal approach: Montagu (1967, not Montague!), Aman (1996), Van Sterkenburg (1992), … 

– Typological approach: Nübling (2004), Burgen (1998), … 

– Historical approach: Montagu (1967), Lötscher (1981), Hughes (1991), … 

– Questionnaires: Van Sterkenburg (2001, 2008), … 

– Taboo research: Allan and Burridge (1991, 2006), Pizzaro (2013), … 

– Psycholinguistics: Jay (1992, 2000, 2009) 

 

• Although there are some empirical studies, large-scale, quantitative and corpus-based studies are rare. 
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Research questions 

• Given a number of (taboo) source domains from which Dutch invectives draw, can we observe regional variation 
in the preferences for these domains? 

– Variation in source domains for invectives have been studied at a typological level 

– Assumption for typology: linguistic homogeneity within in a culturally homogenous nation in which 
everybody speaks one language.  

– It is time that this backwards 19th century idea is updated by a more fine-grained, variationist approach. 

 

• Are there cultural/historical motivations for the distribution of source domains in invectives? 

– German is supposed to have a preference for swearing with EXCREMENTS because of an exaggerated need 
for cleanliness among Germans (Dundes, 1985)? 

– Do the Dutch swear with DISEASES because of the Calvinistic predestination theory (you did something 
wrong, and therefore, God wants you to have a disease > diseases are under taboo) (Van Sterkenburg 2008, 
p.c. Van Sterkenburg)? 

 

• If we can not explain the patterns for the distribution of source domains in invectives with culture/history, what 
might be another explanation? 

– City versus countryside? Belgium versus The Netherlands? Contact phenomena? 
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Do the Dutch swear with DISEASES because of the Calvinistic predestination theory? 
 
 “You did something wrong, and therefore, God wants you to have a  
 disease; therefore, diseases are under taboo.”  
    (Van Sterkenburg 2008, p.c. Van Sterkenburg) 
 



Research questions 

• Problem: are there cultural/historical motivations for the regional distribution of source domains in invectives? 

– With Twitter we only have access to contemporary data, so how can we study historical processes? 

– Cultural phenomena from a bygone age often leave traces in the contemporary language (entrenchment, 
conservation, frequency), as argued by Geeraerts et al. (1995). 

 

 

• ‘Looking back at anger’ (Geeraerts et al. 1995) 

– Dirk Geeraerts and Stef Grondelaers investigated figurative expressions for anger in Dutch and English 

• Rood van woede ‘Red with anger’, inflammatory remarks 

– Criticism on claim of Kövecses (1986, 1989) that the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS THE HEAT OF A FLUID IN A 
CONTAINER is strictly motivated by actual and current physiological effects of anger. 

– Instead, Geeraerts et al. propose that the conceptual metaphor is a lexical trace of the medieval 
physiological-psychological theory of the four humors (blood, black bile, yellow bile, phlegm). 

• Anger is a specific hot  (HEAT) combination of the four humors in once body (FLUIDS IN A CONTAINER). 

• Although humoral theory was replaced by medical progress (bacteria), bloodletting (a way of 
restoring the balance of the humors) continued for a long time after the bacterial theory, indicating 
that the humor theory was widely accepted and culturally embedded. 
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Empirical approach 

• It is notoriously difficult to observe naturally occurring bad language. 

– Most people know that it is inappropriate, and will avoid producing it in an experimental setting. 

– Recording people unknowingly in their natural environment is difficult, ethically questionable, and requires 
a lot of hassle and transcription. 

– In corpora, most texts are either edited or from a context in which bad language does not easily occur 
(except for web corpora). 

 

 

 

• Our Twitter corpus contains tweets from users that reported their location in their Twitter profile (so no automatic 
device-based geo-location!), and these tweets contain many instances of bad language. 

– Opportunity to investigate bad language as it occurs in the wild. 

– Location information allows for a dialectological approach, which is relevant for our research question, 
since Calvinism is regionally restricted. 

– Example: King Filip of Belgium (https://twitter.com/FilipBelgie) 
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Empirical approach 

• Large corpus of Twitter messages in XML format 

 

 

• 5 source domains extracted from Dutch invectives dictionary (Sanders and 
Tempelaars 1998) 

– RELIGION, EXCREMENTS, DISEASES, GENITALS, SEXUAL 

– Extensive list of lexical items from these source domains from invectives 
dictionary and then manually completed to go beyond the common items + 
spelling variants. 

 

 

• Broad and fuzzy (partial match, orthographic variation) search for each of these 
lexical items in the Twitter corpus 

– Yielded 76.053 tweets in which the lexical item, i.e. invective, occurred 

– Every tweet manually verified: is the lexical item actually used as an 
invective, is the normalized location a normalization of the reported 
location? After many weekends: 21.194 tweets retained. 

– Automatically added the GPS coordinates of the normalized location by 
means of Google Maps API. 16 



Empirical approach: a Twitter corpus 

• Twitter corpus XML format 

 
<tweets> 

  … 

  <tweet  

    user=“chanlerone”  

    norm_loc=“Zeewolde, Netherlands, Zeewolde, Netherlands” 

    rep_loc=“Zeewolde” 

    date=“Sun Jun 10 10:19:09 +0000 2012” 

    id=“211764433419120642” 

  > 

      zondag zwemochtend weer achter de rug. nu op naar de bios... 

  </tweet> 

  … 

</tweets> 

 

• 75 million words, distributed across 200+ locations (long tail, but still ~100.000 words for smallest location).  

• Automatically collected by means of a Python script that calls the Twitter API (Step 1: collect users, step 2: 
download their recent tweets.) 

• Current experiment with Big Data approach: tap into the Streaming Twitter API to make a monitor corpus, stored 
in remote NoSQL MongoDB (e.g. on the Mongolab PaaS): 100.000 tweets in 4 hours. 17 



Empirical approach 

• Defining the phenomenon 

– Most categories, including invectives, are prototypical categories with fuzzy boundaries. There is usually no 
need to look for a classical definition with necessary and sufficient conditions, because that will only give you 
a headache. 

– This does not mean that one should not have a good idea of the prototype of the category. For us, a 
prototypical invective has the following characteristics: 

• The lexical item (typically from a taboo domain) is used figuratively (e.g. not Maria gave birth to Jesus, 
but Jesus, you scared me) 

• Expression of an exaggerated negative or positive emotion (e.g. not There is some pigeon shit on your 
jacket, but You scared the shit out of me) 

• Use of lexical item is provocative and offensive (due to the taboo status), and could have been avoided 
(e.g. not There is World Championship fever everywhere, but I hate you and I wish you got AIDS.) 

 

 

• Standard corpus linguistic methodology 

– Search in corpus returns KWIC (non-generic search, for now with a Python script). 

– Column-based annotation of observations for research question (two annotations for this research question: 
‘invective’ (t/f) and ‘source domain’ (DISEASE, RELIGION, SEXUAL, FAECES, GENITALS). 

– Quantitative and statistical valorization in R. 
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Empirical approach 

• Data available online 

– Twitter corpus in XML format (soon CMC-TEI or MongoDB json dump?) 

– Invectives dataset in tab delimited format (unstacked format) 

– R code for statistical analysis and visualization 

– CC-BY License included 

– http://perswww.kuleuven.be/tom_ruette/data/twitter/ 

– http://perswww.kuleuven.be/tom_ruette/data/twitter_invectives/ 

 

 

 

• Legal issue with Twitter, Inc. 

– It is actually not allowed to distribute full text tweets (violation of Twitter‘s Terms of 
Service, but I do it anyway). 

– Workaround: Python script to download new Twitter corpus, or to redownload a 
comparable corpus (in progress): https://github.com/ruettet/twittercorp 
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Results 

• Spatial autocorrelation 

 

• Who swears the most? (example to explain spatial autocorrelation) 

 

• Regional preferences for DISEASES as a source domain for swearing  
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Results 

• Spatial autocorrelation (Cliff and Ord, 1973) as a statistical tool for assessing whether or not a set of values at 
several locations is geographically distributed. 

 

 

– Global spatial autocorrelation 

• Does the complete set of values correlate with all pair-wise distances between the locations of the 
values?  

• Returns Moran’s I value (cp. effect size), which for our purposes should be bigger than 0, and a p-
value, which should be smaller than 0.05. 

 
 

– Local spatial autocorrelation 

• Does this specific value at this location belong to a group of high value locations, or to a group of low 
value locations? 

• Returns a z-score for each location, with a positive z-score indicating membership of a high value 
group, and with a negative z-score indicating membership of a low value group. 

• Usually, one Standard Deviation up or below z = 0 is considered to be an intermediary group. 
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Results 

• Who swears the most? (explaining spatial autocorrelation) 

 

– Color meaning: the darker the location, the more swearing 
has been observed. 

– Relative frequency per location 
 
 amount of tweets with swearing 
 total amount of tweets for that location 

 

– Raw values are sometimes difficult to interpret, therefore, we 
use Spatial Autocorrelation to guide the analysis. 
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Results 

• Who swears the most? (explaining spatial autocorrelation) 

 

– Spatial Autocorrelation analysis of raw values. Moran I and p-
value indicate significant geographical pattern. 

– Red locations indicate more than expected swearing, blue 
locations indicate less than expected swearing. 

– Swearing is a South-West phenomenon, particularly avoided 
around Randstad ‘Rim City’ (explained later). 

– No city versus country-side pattern in the frequencies, but 
potentially a different distribution of invective types? 
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autocorrelation 
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Results 

• Disease-based invectives 

 

– Color meaning: the darker the location, the more disease-
based swearing has been observed 

– Relative frequency per location  
 
 amount of tweets with disease-based swearing  
 total amount of tweets with swearing 
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Results 

• Disease-based invectives 

 

– Global spatial correlation analysis shows a significant 
geographical pattern. 

– Red locations indicate more than expected disease-based 
swearing, blue locations indicate less than expected disease-
based swearing. 

– Inverted pattern from ‘who swears the most?’: disease-based 
swearing occurs in and around the Randstad ‘Rim City’ (next 
slide), and not in Flanders and in the East/North. 
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Conclusions 

• Research question 
 
 Do the Dutch swear with diseases because of the Calvinistic 
 predestination theory? 

 

 

• If the Calvinistic Hypothesis holds: 

 We should find disease-based swearing only in the 
Calvinistic region, 

 and we should find disease-based swearing in the 
complete Calvinistic region, 

 And we shouldn’t find disease-based swearing outside of 
the Calvinistic region. 

 
• Calvinism is restricted to the North and the South-West of the 

Netherlands, and is absent in Catholic Flanders.  
(Map based on 1899 census from Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek ‘Central Bureau for 
Statistics’, 2002 census shows weaker but similar pattern.) 
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Conclusions 

Proportion of Calvinists in 1899 (Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek) 
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Conclusions 

Proportion of Calvinists in 2002 (Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek) 
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Conclusions 

• Research question 
 
 Do the Dutch swear with diseases because of the Calvinistic predestination theory? 

 

– Disease-based swearing in (moderate) Calvinistic locations only, but not in entire Calvinistic area. 

– No (statistically significant) occurrences in the South-West, East or North. 

– Occurrences mainly in socio-economic center of the country, called Randstad ‘Rim City’. 

– Occurrences also in gained land on sea (white area in 1899 map), which are recently populated areas. 

 

 

• Research answer 
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Conclusions 

• Research question 
 
 Do the Dutch swear with diseases because of the Calvinistic predestination theory? 

 

 

• Research answer 
 
 The Dutch probably do not swear with diseases only because they have a Calvinistic cultural background. 

 

– Calvinism may be a factor for why we find disease-based swearing in The Netherlands, but it is not the 
ultimate factor 

• Disease-based swearing also in Jiddish (Jewish) and Polish (Catholic) -> Religious influence (cf. map 
on next slide of Judaism in The Netherlands in 1899)? 

• Disease-based swearing also in much older stages of European languages (Lötscher 1981, some 
examples on next slide) -> Calvinism (since ~1530) as a conservation trigger? 

• Randstad ‘Rim City’ occurrences (next slide): disease-based swearing is related to the socio-economic 
and cultural heart of the country -> social dynamics, indexicality (Eckert 2000)? 
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Conclusions 

Proportion of Jews in 1899 (Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek) 
(black does not mean 100% Jews, black represents densest location) 

Amsterdam 
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Conclusions 

• Disease-based swearing from a long time ago 

 

 Pestilenz, bül, platern, lernen, potegran, 
Gsücht und krampf, sant Töngen rouch gang dich an! (Pestilenz     ‚pest‘, etc.) 
    
   “Elsi Tragdenknaben” (1528) 

 

 

 Du Sack, dass dich d Franzosen schend   (Franzosen      ‚syphilis‘) 
    
   “Weinspiel” (15th or 16th century) 

 

 

 das dich das nun vallende übel an gienge   (vallende übel     ‚epilepsy‘) 
    
   R. Brandstetter‘s Blasphemiae accusatae (between 1381 and 1420) 
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Conclusions 

• Randstad ‘Rim City’ 

– Amsterdam 

– Utrecht 

– Den Haag 

– Rotterdam 
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Conclusions 

• Outlook? 

– Contact linguistics: annotation of the source language of invective types to investigate whether French or 
German invectives tend to occur at the language borders. 

 

– Historical linguistics: is it possible to find data that supports the conservation idea? 

• Observations of disease-based swearing at a time that disease-based swearing is waning? 

 

– Sociolinguistics: city versus country-side? Disease-based swearing as an index for Randstad ‘Rim City’ 
membership? 

 

– Productivity: which source domains are used for which targets? Is there a metaphorical effect? 

• X+regen ‘rain’ combines with GENITALS (17), FLUID EXCREMENTS  (9), SOLID EXCREMENTS (2); 

• X+school ‘school’ combines with GENITALS (19), SOLID EXCREMENTS (6), SEXUAL (1).  

 

– Expansion of corpus in 2013 with 130 million extra words and numerous smaller locations. 2014 should 
bring an even further expansion on the basis of the Streaming Twitter API implementation (first trial shows 
100.000+ ‘geolocated’ tweets in Flanders and The Netherlands in less than a day!). 

 

– Bottleneck: manual verification of all tweets with potential invective. Is it possible to apply automatic Word 
Sense Disambiguation for invectives? 41 



Contact 

• Thank you for your attention. 

• Questions: tom.ruette@kuleuven.be 
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